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03.5656 - I-MATCH 3 - 250 Lumen
Touchless COB LED Light for detailing or
color matching

Price with TAX 396.00 zł

Price 321.95 zł

Availability Na zamówienie - 3 dni

Shipping time 3 days

Number 03.5656

EAN code 5708997356562

Product description
Rechargeable and repurposed headlamp for any detailing job

With an advanced COB LED effect, the I-MATCH 3 rechargeable headlamp provides extremely powerful illumination,
maximizing uniform light extension and illuminating the entire field of view.

Compared to this model, the new I-MATCH 3 has ALL DAYLIGHT behavior, providing 5 different color temperatures depending
on the type of work characteristic. It also has a stepless dimming configuration, allowing easy function of the light output from
10% to 100%. It has been upgraded from 160 lumens to 250 lumens and is the best hands-free light source for collaborative
work with detailing or color matching.

Because the light can be easily turned on/off by waving your hand in front of the lamp - even when wearing gloves.

The I-MATCH 3 headlamp is equipped with a modern set of batteries, and as a perfect accessory SCANGRIP POWER BANK
03.5782 it can extend the working time. Fix connect the powerbank to the cables to connect with the cable to connect the
handle and the cable to the headlamp.

Robust and elegant, I-MATCH 3 is both dustproof and rated (IP65) at a component determination of just 100g.
Why choose I-MATCH 3?:
* Rechargeable headlamp that illuminates the entire field of vision
* ALL DAYLIGHT function with 5 color temperatures
* you have researched in study mode which makes it easy to turn on/off the lights
* Stepless dimming function from 10% to 100%
* Dustproof and waterproof, IP65
* Low weight only 100g

// I-MATCH 3 03.5446 I-MATCH 2, which has been discontinued.
// Lighting solutions for the painting industry

The best solutions for the painting industry are for color matching, detailing and general painting work and are included
wherever the painted location requires control.
CRI+ for the original color manufacturer

In our lighting solutions for the painting industry, we use a CRI+ index defined as the average of all 15 R-values. This is the
only correct definition of a CRI value that can be used for automatic and represents visible colors.

Product number: 03.5656
Type: head lamp
Net weight (kg): 0.10
length (mm): 100.00
Width (mm): 38.00
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height (mm): 50.00
Kit contents: Lamp, charger cable, manual
Gross weight, packaging (kg): 0.28
Length, packaging (mm): 131.00
Packaging width (mm): 97.00
Packing height (mm): 43.00
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